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Presidents Page
Dear Members,
It is indeed a great loss to the rose fraternity of our nation and an irreparable loss to the
nation, first we got the news of the passing away of Justice Dube’s daughter at Delhi and
two days later the shocking the new of our Past President Justice (retd) K. K. Dube at
Jabalpur, an ardent rose love and a guiding force to the IRF, he was our President for a
period of eight years and always there to help IRF, I had the opportunity of meeting him
at Jabalpur, where he was honoured by the Rose Society of Jabalpur, a great man indeed.
Then the sudden news that shocked the entire nation and the World, our most loved and
beloved past President of India, Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam, a great scientist and personality
revered by one and all, a great lover of roses too, when as President of India he use to
spare

his

free

time

by

visiting

the

Rashtrapati

Bhavan,

rose

garden,

we

shall

always

remember you Dr. Kalam.
The Governing Council meeting held at Hyderabad on 26 th July went very smoothly, this
was the last meeting to be held at Hyderabad, the other two meeting will now be held at
Pune, during the meeting a lot of inputs were provided by Mr. Suresh Pingale for the forth
coming Convention to be held from 22 nd to 24th of January - 2016. The brochures will be
sent to the members shortly.
Regards,

Ahmed Alam Khan.

EDITORIAL.

Hello Dear Members,
Well I am back with another edition of our e – bulletin, last month I could not prepare the
same due to some health problems, further on I assure that there will be no gaps in the
future, disheartening were the news of the passing away of two Past Presidents, may their
souls rest in peace.
There is some bad news for the breeders the Agriculture Ministry, Central Government of
India, has come out with some modification in the registration act for individual breeders, a
reduction of Rs.5,000.00 in the registration fees for breeds registered with the Government,
the yearly fees is will now be Rs.7,500.00 per annum instead of Rs.12,500.00 earlier, this
applies to some 93 varieties of fruits, flowers, grains and vegetables, rosa damascena has
been included in this list, now the question arises that none of our garden varieties are
crossed with rosa damascena as the parent, this will have to be sorted out with the
Ministry.
The Pune Rose Society will be having their Monsoon Show on the 5 th and 6th of September
at Tilak Hall, the monsoon show is worth visiting as the quality of roses is at their best
in Pune, during the monsoon show, vibrant rich colors, size and quality blooms on the
show bench all from Pune.
The monsoons are playing truant with some areas under flood and some facing a drought,
both ways it is grower who is suffering, North, East and Central under floods, where as
South and West some areas facing drought to average rain falls, I wish my rose growing
brothers all the best.

Arshad Bhiwandiwala.
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News from Pune
Pune’s

Agriculture

Produce

Market

Committee

(APMC)

is

setting

up

a

flower

mall,

an

initiative which is the first of its kind by any APMC in the country. The flower mall has
been envisaged on the lines of the Flora Holland in Aalsmeer — the largest trading centre
for plants and flowers in the world — according to Pune APMC chairman Eknathrao Tile.
“The ambitious project has been in the offing for the last five years and picked up pace in
the three years. A Rs.50 – crore mall has been planned where the

wholesale and retail

trade will be located, ” he said. “We have received clearances from the Pune Municipal
Corporation (PMC) to set up a flower market, modelled on the Aalsmeer market of Holland.
However, we are keeping in mind Indian conditions and requirements. The mall will house
an auction

house, grading and packing facilities, ” he added. In addition, the eight – storey

mall will also have 273 retail shops, exhibition centres, an auditorium, special

facilities for

exporters and cold storages where farmers can store flowers till they want to bring them
into the market,” said Tile.
Work on the mall is expected to begin within the next 8 - 10 days and the mall will be
completed in the three years he said. Since this is an infrastructure project, it will get a
30% subsidy from the Centre. Pune’s flower market is currently housed in a godown,
where 170 traders operate and there is a waiting list of another 170 traders.
Pune region has about 45 poly houses set up by private companies which are focused
primarily on the export market. In addition, there are over 1,000 farmers with smaller
poly houses spread over 5 - 10,000 sq ft. They cater mainly to the domestic market. Pune
accounts for 70% of the total floriculture output in the country and the cut flower market
in Pune has been growing at 25% per annum for the past few years.
The Aalsmer market, is spread over 170 acres. Unlike the Holland model, here, the flowers
will be raised at the farmer’s site. Only the auction, grading, packing and dispatching to
the airport, retail market or to cold stores in the basement will be done at the Pune mall.
The flower mall has also taken inspiration from the International Flower Auction Bangalore
(IFAB) Limited, at Bangalore. The IFAB, which is a joint venture of public and private
shareholders, was established in 2002 to exploit both the overseas and domestic flower
market. IFAB has deployed ‘Dutch auction’ system in which the digital auction clock runs in
the decreasing order and the price per stem reduces from maximum to minimum.

The minimum / base price is fixed by the grower / supplier while the maximum price is
fixed by IFAB, considering the demand for flowers. Only the registered sellers and buyers
are allowed to participate in the auction.
In Pune, the authorities have planned for online auctions of flowers as well. The Bangalore
auction is primarily run by private agencies. The APMC will run the show in Pune, Tile
said.
A training programme has been planned for traders as well as farmers. The mall plans to
house not only exotic flowers but also traditional flowers like marigold, mogra and roses
which are used in Indian weddings and festivals.
The

Pune

District

Floriculture

Association,

however

wants

the

mall

to

be

located

at

Talegaon, the hub of floriculture in Pune region. Talegaon has some 2,000 hectares under
floriculture and does crores worth business on a daily basis, If the auction hall is located
in Talegaon, it will be helpful for farmers as well as traders since it will save on logistics,
said Shivajirao Bhegade,

President of the Association.

Charles de Mills : Old Roses Hall of Fame
A Gallica / Province rose.
Bred in the Netherlands in 1790.
Breeder Unknown.
Crimson / Red. Strong Fragrance.
Large ( 4.75 inches diam).
26 - 40 petals.
Thorn - less.
Dark green foliage.

Tips from experts for August - Care of Roses
Ashish More - It's still raining, roses need extra care mainly protection from fungus, they
are mostly affected by black spot further leading to Dieback, hence as a preventive
measures always remove dry decaying parts mainly blooms, prune roses in such a way
that inner zigzag, overlapping branches should be removed so that available sunlight
penetrates in inner Centre parts of rose plant, spraying is also effective against such type
of pruning method. Take preventive sprays of fungicides like Diathane M - 45 or Copper
Sulphate alternately along with insecticide weekly. systematic fungicide like Bavistin and
Hexaconazole are also effective. Always remove, dead decaying, yellow leaves regularly, give
N:P:K dose once in a month Happy rose growing.

Dr. N. V. Shastri - Cultural practices are same as in July. Regular removal of faded flowers
should be done. Monthly dose of fertilizers to be given after the first flush. A dose of
Stera meal and Neem cake and

two handfuls of FYM. There is a Monsoon show on the

second Sunday of September in Nagpur. The second Flush should come at that time.

Rahul Kumar - It's time for monsoon and this is a boon for roses. As roses love rain
water. They take lovely growth with beautiful leaves. But at the same time this season
could be curse also if you are not caring about them properly. Then what is the proper
care ?

Here it is, use fungicides and insecticide on regular basis. We can spray it after

every tenth day. Always watch your pot or ground , there should not be water logging
problem near its roots, it can harm your rose bushes. Let them take their growth cause
after one month we have to prune . We will start feeding as soon as monsoon departs.

